
ANDREAS HOME LEARNING - SILVERDALE CLASS - WEEK 6 - 4th May 2020

Writing task 
Talk for Writing - Home School Booklets 

I hope you’re enjoying your activities in these packs! Keep going this week!  
Year 2 - The Magical Teaching Box.  

Year 2 will be reading the mythical story ‘Pandora’s Box’ and it gives opportunities to draw, create, play with words and read and write poetry. 
Here’s the link to the activity pack - https://www.talk4writing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Y2-Unit.pdf 

Year 3 - The Truth about Trolls 
Year 3 will be learning all about trolls with troll expert ‘Professor Folklore’. You’ll be dreaming up some of your own interesting and amazing information to set the record 
straight and not let trolls just be known as nasty, mean creatures! Along with creating information texts, you’ll be investigating adjectives, alliteration and adverbs. Here’s 

your activity pack link - https://www.talk4writing.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Y3-Unit.pdf 

Numeracy focus 
Spending time on maths problem solving is really important but don’t be tempted to do it for your child. Investigating, learning through trial and error and figuring your 

own way through a problem is crucial. There are loads of problem solving websites but the n’rich website is really stretchy! 

I hope you’re managing to keep going with the maths lessons on whiterosemaths.com.  

Fractions - Year 2 - (Week 4/ Summer Term Week 2) Compare and order lengths, four operations with length and then problem solving. You might even find out 
some interesting facts about dinosaurs! Watch the videos and then follow up with the activity - if you don’t have the ability to print it off, just complete it on 
screen. 
Fractions - Year 3 - (Week 4/ Summer Term Week 2) Adding fractions and problem solving! Loads of these lessons use the part whole models which you should be 
really familiar with already and also use bar models - see if you can spot them! Watch the lesson videos & complete the activities - again, you don’t have to print 
them off to complete them! 

Daily Reading 
Keep using Oxford Owls as this is a great way to find the right level books for your child. Use the reading assessment focus sheet (sent in week 1) to help 

you to ask the right kinds of questions!  
This week I’d also like you to read and follow a recipe! It could be any recipe (perhaps connect this task into the History task further down!). As you’re 

reading and working through it, try to think about what thinking moves you’re using. 



Other stuff! 
Use the websites attached to guide you as they provide learning opportunities for all sorts of curriculum areas which will help keep your child engaged. Allow your child 

to choose but monitor these choices carefully so your child isn’t always in the comfort zone. Remember good learning means mistakes are made - if everything is right, 

your child is using skills they already had. 

Cooking is a vital real life skill your child can learn and baking is a great way to teach age appropriate maths such a fractions through sharing, weighing and measuring 

etc. Make sure your child still gets lots of exercise - sitting glued to a device is not physically or mentally healthy. 

Google search for Thunks and ‘speaking and listening activities’ and have some interesting conversations with your child that will develop their thinking and oracy skills. 

PE - Have a look at ‘The PE Shed’ ( https://www.thepeshed.com ). It’s got loads of ideas for keeping fit and healthy. 

History - VE Day! 
In May 1945 Germany surrendered to the Allies and, after six long 

years of fighting, the war in Europe came to an end. Millions of 
people up-and-down the country greeted the news with bonfires, 
bunting, parades and parties, and there was singing and dancing 

in the streets. 
Here’s your chance to plan your own VE Day style party! I’ve 

attached a pack (from English Heritage) full of recipes, song lyrics 
and dance instructions so you can really celebrate in (40s!) style!  

Send any photos of your party to enquiries@andreas.sch.im 

What thinking moves do you need to use when planning your 
party? What about when setting it up and getting everything ready? 

Go outside, or open the window and… 
LOOK at 5 things 
LISTEN to 3 things  

SMELL 1 thing 
And don’t do anything else for 5 minutes

Here’s a suggestion from Kew Gardens in London…Thinking Moves - Listen/Look! 

Perhaps you could design a VE Day medal. Here’s an image of the original version 
which was given to soldiers who had fought in active theres of the war. It was a 

symbol of great pride but its design was also highly symbolic. 




